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xABSTRACT
Name : Rahmad
Reg. Number : 40300107059
Title : The Maxims Analysis of Caricature on Jakarta Post Daily News
Consultants :  (1) Dr. H. Barsihannor,M.Ag and (2) SerliahNur, S. Pd., M.Ed
This thesis is research about the maxims analysis of caricature on Jakarta
Post daily news by using the theory of Grice’s. The purpose of this research is to
find out the maxims are Maxim of Quality, Maxim of Quantity, Maxim of
Relevant, and Maxim of Manner in every caricature. The method in this research
is descriptive qualitative method. The source of data in this research is the Jakarta
Post daily news published on Augustus – September 2012, books reference,
article and journals from internet to support this research. The data collecting has
used note taking technique. The data analysis technique in this research is always
linked to the theory, concepts, and methods based on the theory of Grice’s
maxims.
Based on the unit of the reseach, reseacher found nine caricatures that have
been publised in the Jakarta Post on Agustus – September 2012. They fulfilled
aspect economic, sosial, and education. In the research, the researcher has found
three social  caricatures. The data one and data two have been fulfilled Maxim of
Quantity, Maxim of Relevant, Maxim of Manner and this caricature has not
fulfilled Maxim of guantity and data eight, the picture has perfomed four maxim
of Grice’s teory. And then in reseach, the researcher has found five caricature of
politic aspect, the caricatures has fulfilled all of Maxim of Grice’s theory. In the
Jakarta Post news paper published on August – September 2012 the researcher
just has found one caricature fulfilled economic aspect has completed all of four
maxim of Grice’s teory.
After the writer reseached the data, the researcher provided goals of this
research that is to make understanding to all of the readers about the meaning of
caricatures in the Jakarta Post daily news and kinds of maxims that have been
fulfilled in newspaper.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of Research
Journalistic is the conveying of information from here to there with
accuracy, insight and dispatch, and in such a manner that the truth is served, and
the rightness of thing is made slowly (Hikmat and Purnama 2009:15). Jurnalistic
does not only use discourse but also pictures known as caricatures.
In our daily life many people think that caricatures are only the funniest
pictures but actually they have meaning. Understanding caricature is not as easy
as understanding discourse. We can use pragmatic to settle that problem.
Pragmatic talks about meaning which deals with the language users (speaker and
hearer) and by looking at the situation of utterances (George Yule,2006:5).
Jakarta Post daily news is the most famous mass media in Indonesia:
apart for using text message, it used the caricature pictures in conveying its
message (Jakarta Globe, 2012). In every caricature we can find a character and
the caricature is always factual in the news (Augustin Sibarani, 2001). Above is
the reason to analyze Jakarta Post daily news.
Conversation meaning in caricature pictures can be analyzed if the reader
and the writer have some perception and idea about the topics so it is not difficult
to be analyzed. The writer uses pragmatic with consist meaning. Mey (1993:42)
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state that pragmatic is the study of the conditions of human language uses as these
are determined by context of society. In short, pragmatic is suitable approach to
analyze caricatures.
In analyzing the maxims in caricature pictures the researcher will use
theory of Grice. Theory of Grice is related with the meaning of which support
four maxims. The writer, will explain it in theory of Grice so the maxims can be
understood as simple, clear, brief and actual as possible.
B. Problem Statment
Based on the background of research, the problems of this research is what
are the maxims of caricatures on Jakarta Post daily news ?
C. Objective of Research
Acording to the statements above, the objectives of this study is to show the
maxims of caricatures on Jakarta post daily news.
D. Significance of Study
The result of this research may give meaningful information who is
interested in analyzing the maxims to caricatures. It also may be useful as
considerable reference for other researchers who would like to conduct a similar
research.
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E. Scope of Problem
This study in only limited to the maxims of caricature. It will be analyzed
through use of cooperative principiles in Grice’s theory, which support the four
basic maxims. There are maxim of quality, maxim of quantity, maxim of
relevance and maxim of manner.
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CHAPTER II
THEORICAL BACKGROUND
A. Previous Study
After reading some theses in the library, the writer finds some theses
that has similarity with the following :
1. Taufiq (2010), in his thesis title “A Study of Implicature of The English
Coversation In Chocolate Factory”, the aim of his research are to find .out
the conventional implicature and maxims in the dialogues, in other to
understand better way of people covey their idea, suggestion and then the
method of his thesis is descriptive method. It aimed at describing the
conventional implicature and the maxims of the conversation in the movie
“Willy Wanka and the Chocolate Factory” and in his thesis he used
cooperative principle by Grice and politeness principle by Lecch. He found
some various maxims from the dialoque, they are 3 maxim of quality, 3
maxim of manner, maxim of relevant, and the research does not find maxim
of quantity.
2. Lutfia (2005), in her analysis entitled “Implicature In The “Round The
World In Eighty Days” by Jules Verne, the aim of her research are to find
out the conventional implicature and maxims in the dialogues, in other to
understand better way of people covey their idea, suggestion and then the
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method of her research is descriptive method, this method employs the
theories in describing the context of utterance and classified the kinds of
maxim of utterance of each dialogues. In her thesis she used cooperative
principle by Grice and politeness principle by Lecch. She found some
various maxim from the dialoques, they were : maxim of quality, maxim of
quantity, maxim of manner, maxim of relevant and it also successfully
identified characteristic properties of convesational implicature from the
dilogues, they were cancelable of defensible, non detachable, calculable,
non conversational and expression.
Those theses above have similarity with the writer’s research. Both
Taufiq and Lutfia used the Grice theory. The difference from Taufiq and
Lutfia’s is both of the researchers above analyzed the implicature conversations
in movie and novel whereas the writer here will analyze the maxims in
caricatures by using the Grice theory.
B. Grice’s Theory of Maxims
The term of maxims was introduced by Grice in the William James
lecture, and delibrated in Harvad in 1976. Levinson (1989:100) explores the
Grice’s theory of maxims.
Grice in (Levinson 1989:100) described two basic concepts of maxims:
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1. Theory of Meaning
When we indicated that Grice’s theory of meaning, is constructed as
theory of communication  has interesting consequences that gives an account
of how communication might be achieved in the absence of any conventional
means for expressing the intended message. The meaning provides more strict
sense of non-naturally meant that what actually said, thus an utterance often
drives a number of inferences may  have been communicative in Grice’s
theory.
2. Theory of How People Use Language
Another basic concept of implicature that Grice in Levinson
(1989:100) formulated essentiality about how people use language. Grace
formulates a principle as guide lines for efficient and effective use of language
in a conventional, which put forward what he describes as the cooperative
principle.
According to this principle, we interpret language as the assumption
that the sender is obeying four maxims. We assume that he and she are
intending to be true (maxim of quality), to be brief (maxim quantity), to be
relevant (maxim of relevan) and to be clear (maxim of manner).
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The guidelines of these four basic maxims of are expressed as follows:
a. The Cooperative Principle
Grice’s explanation of maxims in Rahardi (2008:53) begins with
his articulation of a cooperative principle, which called on a speaker to
make your constribution such as required, at the stage at which it accord,
by the accepted purpose or direction of talk exchanges in which your are
engaged.
This implies that you need not and should not apply information,
which you can assume that your audience already has just as suggested by
the principles of necessity and sufficiency.
b. Four Basic Maxims
These are hypothetical rules, which Grice assumed to operate in
conversation. This principles are indicated in four maxims:
1) Maxim of Quality
Maxim of quality, the speaker is expected to convey
something real and actual facts fit within the talk. That fact must be
supported and based on clear evidence. Sentence A and sentence B in
the next section can clarify the maxim of quality:
A: "Please cheat, it will make me easy to judge!"
B: "Do not cheat, our score will get E!"
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Sentences A and B are pronounced by the lecturer to the
students in the exam room when he noticed a student who is trying to
do cheat. In sentence B clearly increased the chance of cooperation
between speaker and listener. Sentence A is said to violate the maxim
of quality because the speaker said something that really is not as it
should be done by a professor. It will be a problem against a professor
who invited student do cheat at trial.
2) Maxim of Quantity
In maxim of quantity, a speaker is expected to provide
sufficient information, relatively adequate, and innovative. Such as an
information shall not exceed the actual information in the other person's
needs. Sentences that contain no information is needed by the
interlocutor, may be in breach of maxim of quantity in cooperation of
prinsip of Grice. Similarly, sentences that contain redundant
information required from the interlocutor can be said to violate the
maxim of quantity. To clarify the intended maxim of quantity we can
observe the following example:
A : “See it Muhammad Ali will compete again!”
B : “Look at that, a former boxer Muhammad Ali’s heavy weight battle
want more!”
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Sentences A and B are spoken by an admirer of Muhammad
Ali to his companion who also admired the legendary of boxer. The
conversation was raised on their time together - just look at one off a
boxing show on television. From the example above sentence A,
sentence A is a clear and highly innovative contents. It can be described
again because without the sentence is already well known and clearly
meant by the interlocutor. The addition of such information in sentence
B will cause the speech to be excessive and too long. In accordance
with the rules Grice, sentence B above do not support or even violate
the cooperation principles of Grice’s teory.
3) Maxim of Relevant
The relevant maxim states that to happen to good cooperation
between speaker and hearer, respectively - each should be able to
contribute something relevant some there are talking about it. Being
clear about the maxim relevant consider the following example:
A: "Before you go, put the word in your heart!"
B: "I am willing, O father!"
Conversation above is pronounced by a father to his son when
his son wanted to go to work to the city. In the conversation above, it
can be said to comply with and fulfill relevant maxim. Say so, because
when examined more deeply in the sentence that is spoken by a child,
10
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"I am willing, O father!". Really  a response to the orders of a father to
his son that "before you go, put the words in your heart!".
4) Maxim of Manner
Maxim of Manner requires that the speaker speaks directly,
clearly and unblurred. When speaker speaks without considers the
principle of Grice. It means that the speaker obeys the principle of
cooperation of Grice because implementation does not comply with the
maxim. The conversation below can be used as an illustration of the
maxim of planning.
A: "Come on, quickly opened!"
B: "A moment before, still cold!"
The conversation above has low levels of clarity. Since levels
of clarity on its own lace of ambigu levels become high. Sentence A
"come on, quickly opened!" Absolutely not providing clarity about
what is actually requested by the speaker. The word "open" in the
sentence A implies that confusing. It can be said like that because the
word "open" can be thought wide - range of thought. Similarly, the
phrase B " a moment before, still cold!" Also contains an ambiguous
meaning. The word "cold" in the second sentence could allow as
describing of number one in the sentence because it is not clear what
the cold meant is. From the example above, it can be perceived that the
11
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conversation above violates Grice principle cooperation because it does
not comply with the maxim of implementation.
And also Wagiman ( 2008:74-76) told that the meaning is not
actually stated. It is drived from the violation or flouting of the co-
operative principle that consists of : be true, be relevant, and be clear. The
speaker violates one of the conversation  maxims on purpose, and the
hearer has to interpret the meaning of the utterance on the basis of the
violation of the maxim. This kind of meaning is called a conversational
implicature. Some examples of conversational  implicatute are:
1. Teacher : “Could anyone of you assist me tomorrow at nine o’clock?”
Student : “Tomorrow is Sunday.”
In the conversation, the student, who is also a speaker, violates the maxim
of relevance. His answer to the teacher’s question is not relevant, and the
meaning is left implicit. The meaning is unfloded by knowledge of the
world that Sunday is a holiday and nobody goes to the campus. The
meaning of the utterance is that the students cannot help the teacher on the
next day.
2. Ambrose : “How did you get to this hotel?”
Albert      : “I parked my vehicle on the sixth floor, over there.”
12
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Albert, a speaker, violates the maxim of relevance, be relevant. The
meaning is implicit. It is unfloded by knowledge of the world that in
Indonesia motorcycles are usualy parked on the ground floor and that the
higher floors are for car. The conversational implicatures is the Albert
came to the hotel by car.
3. Herbert : “Is his house big enough to accommodate us?”
Horace  : “He has a 100-story house.”
Horace violates the maxim of the true. It is very unlikely for an individual
to have a 100-story house. The conversational implicatures is that he can
certainly accommodate them.
4. Mrs. Smith : “Will you join us to go to Bali, Indonesia next month?”
Nancy Smith : “If my boss agrees to give me a vacation and my
Department Head can exempt me from the evening
classes, and I don’t have any important assignment to
do and I am healthy enough, I think I will join you.”
Nancy Smith violates the maxim of quantity be brief. Her answer is too
long. The meaning, the conversational implicature, is that Nancy will not
join her mother to go to Bali.
A semantic theory only gives a small part of account of how we
communicated  by using language. Among other things, this account
13
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appeases the formality or the doxy in semantic theory, according to which
the universal conventional meaning (or set of meanings) of what word
might mean in any give instance of use.
The conventional theory discourages inquiry into what a particular
speaker might mean by a word in a particular utterance, to understand the
utterance it is enough to know what the word “means”.
The writer concludes the implicature is the meaning of an
utterance which carried in the speaker utterance, inverted by the listener by
looking at the situation inside.
This is important, because when possible violation of one of
maxim acours, we look for implied meaning if we are assuming coherence
to Grice.
If we do not assume that the speaker is some how violating one or
more of the maxim, neither does he know about them in the case of a non-
native speaker nor a native speaker with poor interactive skills, or on
purpose.
C. Caricature
Aristotle in Nathan D March and Dr.Druart (2002:1) asserts that all art is
a mode of imitation. In the modern era caricature is a popular art of form.
Following Aristotle’s definition of it, a caricature can be defined as an imitation
14
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of an action that is comedic, complete in it self, with ridicule incidents that
accoplish a catharsis of such emotions signified by the arousal of laughter.
Each form of art differs froms other forms in their means, objects, and
manner of imitation. Caricature is a distinct form of art in that it is a printed
media intended for distribution in periodicals such as news papers. It is composed
of lines, shading, and dots created with pens, pencils, paint brushes, or other such
instruments by the caricature drawers. It makes use of written language and visual
elements such as recognizable image and familiar characters.
Nathan D March (2002:2) stated that “a caricature is a
representation of an actions, either as a combination of incidents
forming a sequence with an end, or the final end of action itself,
with the intent of producing a comedic catharsis signifed by
laughter. Catharsis accour for the reader at the moment of
instantaneous recognition of the ridicolous discovered in play on
words, a double entendre, or an unpredicted or implousible outcome
of an action.”
Each caricature is complete in it self, although possibly situated within a
larger whole or history. Individual frames form self-contained incidents.
However, in each case the caricature is similar in likeness to human
person in that it person in that it peresents an analogous nature with the capacity
for moral and human like action. The thought of the agent is shown in all that the
agent says.
15
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The character allows the reader to discribe moral and human qualities to
the agent. Together it highlights the distinction between virtues and vice as a
necessary dimention of human nature.
It reveals the ridiculous, illogicalor ironic consequence of the action
performed. In doing it, it derivantively reveal something of the possiblity of
human action.
The situation and setting of the scene are familiar; many readers may
have had an experince of going about daily activities outside and observing
squirrels harvesting nuts. The caricature that described in this study contains
social, economic, and political condition of indonesia in periodic of November –
December 2010. However, this situation is humorous because the squirrel
initiates a conversation.
The caricature follows a series of actions, specifically moments of
conversation between persons. The caharacters are stylesed and stereotypical. The
reader is meant to ascribe moral characteristics to each character.
Pleasure is a feeling that arises at the completion of an activity. For the
spectator, the activity of reading a caricature is culminated in the final end of
discovering the ridiculous. In this case a caricature is pleasurable independent of
the particular feelings of deformity and ridiculousness it produces.
16
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In short, caricature is a ridiculous Picture of living thing which including
the character action and setting of it and perfomed in a complete and clear acene
of news.
D. The Jakarta Post
The Jakarta Post is not only one of newspapers that  published in Jakarta
but it also has basic of international standard for newspaper using English. It was
opened on April 25th 1983 in Jakarta by the information of Minister Ali Martopo.
PT. Media Tenggara as the owner of Jakarta Post has some aims to
publish the international newspaper as the media of journalistic. The aim of
Jakarta Post is to serve information to all of public. It is not only media
information of Indonesia but also all of the people in the world can read and
understand. It is easy to understand because Jakarta Post use English language..
The news has written in Jakarta Post talk about the Politics, the Economic, the
Disaster, and many more explained the condition of world in generally (The
Jakarta Post’s history, 2008).
17
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
A. Research Method
This research used qualitative descriptive method. It aimed at describing
the maxims of the caricatures in the Jakarta Post daily news.
B. Data Resources
In this research, the writer used two kinds of data resources in other to
accomplish the purpose of writing which were categorized as follows:
1. Population
Total populations of this research are 9 caricatures from the Jakarta post daily
news on August – September 2012.
2. Sample
The writer used total sampling technique. It mins that the writer took all
population as sample.
C. Instrument of Research
In collecting data, the writer used camera to take the picture in the
newspaper and another instrument is cable USB to connected camera to
computer.
18
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D. Procedure of Collecting Data
In this reseach the writer takes the picture with camera and sends the data
with cable USB to computer and than the picture of caricatures in the
computer have been edited and entered in the thesis.
E. Method of Analyzing Data
In analyzing data, the writer used descriptive method to analyze the
maxims of caricatures in Jakarta Post. This method employed the theories in
describing the context of caricature utterances so that, the writer was able to
understand the meaning of the utterances and in analyzing data, the writer
collected 9 caricatures. After that, the writer described the picture, symbol and
simple sentence in caricature and then, identified the kinds of Maxims of each
caricature.
19
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this chapter, the writer presents the data which are considered as the
maxims analysis of caricature on Jakarta Post daily news and then analyzes the
maxims used caricature pictures in Jakarta Post daily news. In analyzing the data, the
writer uses the theory of Grice in his book “Implicature and Pragmatic”. The theory
is used to decide the types of maxim in caricature pictures on The Jakarta Post.
A. Findings
In this part, the writer presents the data which were considered as Social,
Economic, and Politic aspect. They are as follows:
1. Data :1
20
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Context:
This conversation in caricature picture is between a small boy who told to his
friend about Education pattern in Indonesia. This caricature illustrates
education in Indonesia now is full of Violence, Bullying, and Brawls.
Analysis of Maxims:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
Maxim of Quantity in caricature above has been fulfilled, the small boy gave
information about Education in Indonesia is same as the real fact of society.
And then Maxim of Quantity has been fulfilled because in the picture
provided information about attitude education in Indonesia, this information
so innovative many peoples or society talking about attitude education in this
country. Maxim of Relevant in picture has been fulfilled, information of the
small boy to his friend is true based on the real fact. Maxim of Manner has
been fulfilled, the speaker gave information to hearer so clearly and
unblurredly.
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2. Data : 2
Context:
The Caricature drawn about situation when the society journeys back “Mudik”
before holiday and after holiday. Many people have died when people journey
back so society must be careful in driving.
Analysis of Maxims:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √
This caticature has fulfilled Maxim of Quality because, picture has explained
about journey back situation, the data has given situation when the journey
back came, the way will full of the car and motorcycle.   Maxim of Relevant
has created because the data has given illustration similarly with fact of
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situation. Maxim of Manner has been fulfilled, the picture illustrated condition
of the way when journey back and then   in a picture above Maxim of
Quantity is not fulfilled because the data has given total of peoples death is
not true.
3. Data :3
Contest:
Caricature above has shown Jakarta situation, when Governor Campaigns
before many supporter candidate made black and dirty campaign. Panwaslu
as the security board of campaign and election try to make clear black and
dirty campaign in society.
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Analysis of Maxims:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
In caricature above Maxim of Quality has completed. Explanation in picture
same as the real situation in Jakarta about Governor campaign and election
and then Maxim of Quantity has performed, the picture above has given clear
information about campaign situation before election. Maxim of Relevant has
been realized in picture above, the Drawer made picture same as the situation
and the reader can understand what drawer meant. Maxim of Manner has been
fulfilled, the picture shown campaign situation avoids obscurity and
ambiguity.
4. Data : 4
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Context:
The caricature above shows Roma Irama as king of Dangdut song made critic
to another candidate of Governor DKI Jakarta election. He said Christian is
not the leader of Muslim.
Analysis of Maxims:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
Maxim of Quality has been fulfilled, the fact in TV, Roma Irama has clarified
that his statement is true. Maxim of Quantity has performed because the
caricature shown in this information to the reader is the true fact. Maxim of
Relevant has been realized, caricature above shows the critic of Roma Irama
to another candidate and relevant with real fact. Maxim of Manner in picture
has been performed because information of caricature picture is so clear and
unblurred.
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5. Data: 5
Context:
Caricature above has  provided information about Appel Company claimed
Android program from Apple Company and then the Company of Samsung
cellphone just copied the program but actual Samsung could make program
same as Apple Company has.
Analysis of Maxsim:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
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Maxim of Quality has been fulfilled in the caricature above, the caricature
above provide information same as the real situation in Silicon Valley
Cupertino, California of Apple Compeny. Maxim of Quantity has been
perfomed, picture has provided a clear information so the reader is easy to
understand what caricature meant. Maxim of Relevant has been realized
because  the picture gives relevant information  with the  situation in
california. Maxim of Manner has been perfomed in the picture above because
the information  is so clear for the reader.
6. Data: 6
Context:
The national police has corrupted and KPK as the cleaner of coruption tries to
clean corruption in national police but Polri does not  interfere KPK  about the
problem so that way the problem can not be finished.
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Analysis of Maxims:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
Maxim of Quality has been perfomed because in real situation Polri and KPK
did not get solution until now. Maxim of Quantity has been provided, the
picture has provided information to  the reader  bacause all of the reader want
to know what problem in my countries is. Maxim of Relevant has been
fulfilled in caricature because the caricature has been drawn  relevantly with
the counties problem. Maxim of Manner has clarified, information in picture
is so clear..
7. Data: 7
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Context:
In Indonesia many corruptor free and get a very light punishment because
Indonesia is in trouble with the law system. In Indonesia, the corruptor can
buy the law given to him. By paying the judge for the punishment to be
lightened even the corruptors has made a big corruption.
Analysis of Maxims:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
Maxim of Quality has been perfomed in caricature above, the caricature
explained situation of the judge in  Indonesian and information of caricature
has been true. Maxim of Quantity had been provided, in caricature provided
information for the reader  to know what problem with the judge in Indonesia
is. Maxim of Relevant had been  fulfilled bacause caricature is relevant with
the reality. Maxim of Manner is needded  in this caricature bacause
information in caricature about the judge is so simple and clear.
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8. Data: 8
Context:
This caricature argued about mind of a terrorist who always wants to harm
others and always wants to fight, with reason to defend the religion of Islam.
They consider that Islam is the true religion only and other religions are
wrong so that others consider religion which causes violence in various
countries is Islam.
Analysis of Maxims:
Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
Maxim of Quality had been  performed in carikature above, the caricature had
provided information about the terrorist who always makes bomb every
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countries. Maxim of Quatity had  been provided because information of the
picture had explained the brain of terrorist when the reader is eager to know.
Maxim of Relevant had realized when the real situation is so identic as the
picture. Maxim of Manner had been completed  because the information in
picture so clear and unblured.
9. Data: 9
Context:
The caricature above had shown Susilo Bambang Yudoyono as President is
confused to choose his  loyality or his political party because in political party
many things he could  get but another thing he had promised to society for
loyality to countries.
Analysis Maxims:
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Maxim of Quality Maxim of Quantity Maxim of Relevant Maxim of Manner
√ √ √ √
The caricature above had provided information about SBY as president of
Indonesia is  confiused  about his choices so the Maxim of Quanlity had been
perfomed  in this caricature. In caricature above, Maxim of Quantity had been
provided, we can see that caricature above explains about SBY dilema with
his choices either  his country or politic party and this situation truly realized
and many readers must know the problem of  president of Indonesia.  Maxim
of Relevant had been  perfomed because the data is  relevant with the
situation and actual. Maxim of Manner had been fulfilled, information of the
caricature is so accurate and caricature provided an  important  information to
reader.
B. Discussion
in this part, the writer presents the data then analyzes it one by one. The data
were taken from news paper “ the Jakarta Post”.
1. Analysis Data 1
In caricature picture in the data one has been fulfilled all of kind of Maxims..
In caricature the data one has fulfilled Maxim of Quality because in caricature
provided violence, bullying and brawls pictures and then provided education
symbol on upside down hat and the picture in caricature is true situation in society
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and in the caricature data one has fulfilled maxim of Quantity, in the picture
provided information about attitude education in Indonesia, this information so
innovative because many peoples or society talking about attitude education in this
country. Maxim of Relevant has created because the small boy talking about
attitude education in this countries has broken with this information is relevant
with the real fact in Indonesia, many students dose violence, bullying and brawls
to another student in school and in university. Maxim of Manner has completed in
the caricature, meaning of caricature can understand of the reader when the reader
read carefully. In caricature as data 1 had explained about the a moral education of
Indonesia what we can see in data 1 where two people are talking about education.
This had been evidenced by inverted hat, which symbolizes the destruction of
education, and than violence, intimidation, and brawls picture above inverted hat
had explained about many students’ fights, intimidation and violence to others we
can see on TV or news paper. Many electronic media  explain the atitude of
education  is broken. The effect of figth, intimidation, and violence of students
made society claim that the education made students’ atitude broken.
2. Analysis data 2
In data two created some kind of maxims, they are maxim of Quality, maxim
of Relevant and maxim of Manner but maxim of Quantity is not fulfilled in the
data. Maxim of Quality has fulfilled in data two because the picture data two
provided cars and motorcycles made line on the way when the journey back
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vocation and then the reader can see big pyramid and in pyramid have family of
candy ghost derived motorcycle, meaning of this symbol is many people died
when the journey back came. In the left of pyramid wrote attention “be very, very
careful on your journey back from your mudik vocation”, meaning of the sentence
is who won “mudik” must be careful if you won safe in the way and all of in the
picture is true in reality situation. In the caricature data two maxim of Quantity has
not fulfilled, the reader can see under the pyramid symbol has wrote total people
died but actually the data in the caricature is not true. Maxim of Relevant has
realized, the data provided good information and relevant for the reader when they
won journey back or “mudik”. Maxim of Manner has fulfilled, the picture
provided information to the reader so clear and so easy to understand. Data two
explains about situation in society when the Idul Fitri or holiday is coming. In that
the day many society went to their village because they want to do silaturahmi to
their family and then do vocation together with family.  Many roads get a traffic
jam because many societies use cars and motorcycles to go anywhere so the roads
are full and many accidents.
3. Analysis Data 3
The caricature of the data three fulfilled all of various maxims. Maxim of
Quality has created, the picture showed information of Jakarta election the reader
can see the Monas tower as icon of Jakarta on back side of fair play and panwaslu
as the security board of campaign in picture as fair play tray turn off fair or black
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and dirty campaign in the Jakarta election. Maxim of Quantity has performed, in
picture the writer provided innovative information because all off symbol or small
picture drew real situation of the Jakarta election. Maxim of Relevant has fulfilled,
the drawer conveyed meaning of the caricature to the reader relevant with real
situation in Jakarta election. Maxim of Manner has completed, the writer convey
meaning of the picture so clear and so easy to understand of the reader. Meaning
of the caricature are situation of Jakarta election, many black and dirty campaign
in society when governor election. Panwaslu as the security board of campaign
election try clean black and dirty.
4. Analysis Data 4
The caricature the data four fulfilled all of several of maxims. Maxim of
Quality has created, in the picture the reader can see the picture of Rhoma Irama
king of Dangdut Song played guitar and the left of Rhoma Irama wrote “it’s
forbidden for Muslim to elect kafir as their leader”, mining of this statement is
Muslim cannot choose kafir to be leader. The statement is true in reality because
another candidate of governor election of Jakarta is Christian. Maxim of Quantity
has fulfilled the information of the picture so innovative because the drawer
conveys meaning of the picture same with reality situation in society. Maxim of
Relevant has expanded, the drawer made contribution to the reader about rule of
Islam, Muslim cannot chooses Christian to be leader for Muslim. Maxim of
Manner has completed meaning of the picture so clear so the reader so easy to
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understood what implicature means. Picture explain about Rhoma Irama as the
king of Dangdut Song has  said another one of candidates governor election is not
Islam so he cannot be governor in Jakarta city and then Roma said Islam forbids
kafir to be a leader for muslim and in picture we can see simple statement “ what a
big setback”, implicature of simple satatement is that muslim is the big religion in
Indonesia why leader must be kafir what a big setback of muslim so does not
choose kafir to be their leader in Jakarta.
5. Analysis Data 5
In picture five all of various of maxim has fulfilled. Maxim of Quality has
completed in this caricature because in court Samsung company has guilty.
Samsung Company has copied the android programs and style of Apple cell
phone, the problem to be actual fact in internet. Maxim of Quantity has fulfilled,
the writer provided information so innovative. In the picture we can see cell phone
of apple point at cell phone of Samsung has copied it programs and style. Maxim
of Relevant has created the writer provided information about Apple Vs Samsung
cell phone. It problem relevant with real situation in California. Maxim of Manner
has fulfilled meaning of the picture can be understood of the reader. the data has
implicated  conflict between  apple company and samsung company. Apple
company claims  android program is apple’s program and samsung compani has
made the same program as apple company so that why samsung company must be
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paid to apple because  samsung company doesn’t have permission to apple
company.
In court apple has been the  winner, samsung must paid USD 1 million
because samsung company lost in court samsung company paid to apple with 5
coin fraction money as much as USD 1 milion.
6. Analysis Data 6
In data six the picture has fulfilled all of various of maxims. Maxim of
Quality has created, the picture provided KPK Vs POLRI. In the picture the reader
can see picture of Abraham Samad as head of KPK and Timur Pradopo as head of
POLRI has took paper of driving simulation graft case and then in the middle
picture of Susilo Bambang Yudoyono as president of Indonesia do not join they
problem. Maxim of Quantity has clarified, the drawer provided simple picture and
has sufficient information and then meaning of the picture can be understood of
the reader. Maxim of Relevant has fulfilled in the picture, the picture provided
sample problem so relevant with actual fact in head of POLRI. Maxim of Manner
has expended, the picture provided information so clearly. The drawer gives
information about KPK vs POLRI. In structure of Polri has made coruption so that
why KPK as cleaner of corruption must be clean but in reality POLRI kept our
friend so KPK  is hard to make it  clean. In our body of POLRI want  KPK to
come in POLRI and caught  members of POLRI.
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Abraham Samad as head of KPK stated  head of Korlantas Inspektur Jenderal
Djoko Susilo has corrupted the driving simulation tools but head of Polri Timur
Pradopo said we will investigate whether our member is true or false about the
issue of coruption and then precident want  this problem must be investigated fast.
7. Analysis Implicature Data 7
In Data sevent explains about law situation of indonesian country. The picture
fulfilled all of maxims. Maxim of Quality has performed, the picture provided
information about the law situation in Indonesia. In the picture we can see two
judge sit on the chair, in head of left judge wrote fair punishment and the right
judge in head wrote “FRpEE”, meaning of the picture are another judge gave
punishment but if you have money it made you free. Maxim of Quantity has
created, the picture showed information to reader about judge situation if gave
punishment and this situation illustrated the law of Indonesia and then the reader
can understand meaning of the picture. Maxim of Relevant has fulfilled because
the writer provided information to reader relevant with the reality fact. Maxim of
Manner has interrupted in the picture because the picture provided information
clearly draw the fact of law in Indonesia. The law of indonesia so hard to
understand with logical feeling because if the couruptor has much money he will
get lighter punishment. In picture data seven, we can see two judges and head of
left  judge wrote pair punisment and the right judge wrote (FRpEE), the meaning
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of the sentence is if you have much money you will get  severe punishment you
will free because in indonesia money is a king.
8. Analysis Data 8
In data eight, the drawer gave  information about things of terorist when
fulfilled all of various of maxims. Maxim of Quality has created, the picture draw
about head of terrorist contents of weapon, killed people and bomb the picture
same with real situation in Indonesia. Maxim of Quantity has performed because
in the picture the reader can see weapon on hen of terrorist, it mean that terrorist
always made problem in societies. Maxim of Relevant has explained because the
picture provide information relevant with real situation in Indonesia countries and
in picture the reader can gave information stile of terrorist. Maxim of Manner has
fulfilled in the picture, the write draw terrorist so clear and simple to made
understand the reader about terrorist.
In indonesia, many terorist said  jihad for Islam religion so this way  was
created by teroris but in reality it is not true. Islam never created terorist only
terorist in the name of islam. Terorist is not islam he just wants to  make  the
name of islam   broken in foreign countries because Islam is the big religion in the
world. To make the name of Islam broken,  many people used term jihad by the
name of islam religion.
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In the picture we can see brain of terorist only consists of softgun and bomb.
They thing tht forces can solve problem but in reality is not true. Many people
don’t know why many people die and many infrrastructures are broken.
9. Analysis Data 9
Data nine explains about SBY confusi as presiden of indonesia countries
where he will choose his party or his loyality and the picture fulfilled all of various
of maxims. Maxim of Quality has created the picture showed two chairs, the left
chair wrote my political party “RpRpRp”, it mean that if the SBY choose political
party he will get much money and the right chair has eagle symbol and on the
chair has under Indonesia flag, it minds that if the SBY choose president his
political party will be end and the information has real. Maxim of Quantity has
expended the write provided in formation so innovative, the reader can see in the
picture foot of the SBY stand on the right chair and head of SBY on the left chair,
it minds that SBY dilemma with he will choose. Maxim of Relevant has fulfilled
the picture relevant with situation fact, the reader can see in the media SBY is a
president but he always join the political party. Maxim of Manner has fulfilled
because the writer provided information so clearly in the picture illustration in
picture same with the reality fact.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
A. Conclusions
Having analyzed the whole data by the maxims analysis of caricature picture
in Jakarta Post, the writter has concluded:
In interpreting and explaining Maxims of Grice’s theory in nine objects the
researcher found nine Maxims of Quality, eight Maxims of Quantity, nine
Maxims of Relevance, nine Maxims of Manner. In object of research, the
researcher found Maxims of Quality in all of data because Maxim of Quality is
expected to convey something real and actual fact fit within the talk. For
Maxim of Quantity, the  researcher  just found eight Maxims of Quantity in all
of data, because the another data has not fulfilled criteria of Maxim of Quantity.
In Maxim of Quantity, the data or speaker expected to provide sufficient
information , relatively edequate and inovative. Maxim of Relevant or Maxim
of Relation, the researcher has found all of in data. In Maxim of Relevant the
data or the speaker made relation or not with the real fact. In the object of the
researches have found nine Maxim of Manner, in Maxim of Manner the data
clearly and unblurred.
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B. Suggestions
Based on the data analysis and the conclutions above, the writer would like to
give suggestion as follow: The learners of English should know about the maxims
analysis of Caricature. Knowing about maxims can make the reader easier to
interpret maxims in caricature on any daily news.
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